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• Tri-Planar Motion Control™ technology helps reduce 
 pronation and relieve pain by providing correct 
 biomechanical support and stability.

• Podiatrist-designed, built-in orthotic helps 
 prevent over-pronation.

• Flexible and lightweight.

TECHNOLOGY FEATURES DR. WEIL 
Recommends

Proper foot care promotes optimum health from the ground up.
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ORTHAHEEL CONTROLS 
ROLLING OVER OF THE FEET 
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NATURAL RELIEF

ORTHAHEEL HELPS CONTROL 
ROLLING OVER OF THE FEET 

(OVER-PRONATION)

Our feet were designed to walk on 
soft, natural surfaces like soil and 
sand. Yet today we spend most of 
our time standing, walking and 
running on unnatural, hard, flat 
and unyielding surfaces.

This loss of our ‘footprint’ results 
in a variety of pain and injuries 
affecting not just the feet, but the 
entire body.  Unnatural surfaces 
force our feet to pronate (roll over) 
to gain ground contact, 

which flattens the arches and 
can disrupt normal knee function 
and hip alignment and increase 
pressure on the lower back.

BIOMECHANICALLY DESIGNED ORTHOTIC TECHNOLOGY

Andrew Weil, M.D., donates all of his after-tax profits from royalties from sales 
of Orthaheel products directly to the Weil Foundation, a not-for-profit organization 
dedicated to supporting integrative medicine through training, education and research. 
For more information, visit www.weilfoundation.org
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tide
Fun and comfortable to wear, the 

favorite Tide flip flop sandal makes 

it easy to support your feet and add 

color to your wardrobe as the weather 

warms up.
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fleur II
Toe post flip flop sandal with 

flower accent and soft microfiber-

covered EVA footbed adds a new 

dimension to wardrobes and 

helps realign deserving feet.
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fiji
Toe post flip flop sandal with Earth-

toned embellishments sewn into 

a patent PU upper with a faux 

cork-covered EVA footbed. Nature-

inspired style meets natural relief.

Ivory
Jade

MustardBlack



lola
Feminine flip flop style sandals adorned 

with two-toned metal trim add glamour 

to any feet. Faux wood grain-covered EVA 

footbed.
BlackChocolatePatent

Pewter Patent

White



hampton
Hampton is the perfect mix of casual 

and preppy. With a canvas and leather 

trimmed upper, this spectator style 

flip flop sandal is ready to walk the 

weekend away. 

Exclusive to: www.orthaheelusa.com
White

Red

NavyBlack



yasmin III
A summer essential, this sandal offers 

maximum comfort with adjustable 

straps over the vamp and behind the 

heel for a customized fit. Offered in 

multiple shades of faux snakeskin and 

real cork with metallic accents, it’s 

on-the-go glam. Slate SnakeChoc Snake

Ivory Snake

Gold Cork



mia
With its adjustable heel strap and 

moderate toe coverage for greater 

comfort and stability, this slingback 

offers great support in a stylish summer 

sandal.

Pewter

Bronze
Black



kelly
Scaling new heights, Kelly 

features a modest two-inch 

wedge heel and aims to provide 

superior comfort and support. 

Faux snakeskin straps and earthy 

embellishments add to the 

worldly, feminine appeal. Soft 

microfiber-covered footbed. Black

Bronze



walker
Our all-purpose Walker features 

full-grain leather uppers combined with 

a lightweight EVA midsole for flexible 

comfort. Durable rubber outsole provides 

stability and traction.

BlackWhite/Pink

White/Blue
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